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Beliefs and aims. 

The main object of the A.A.1.1.L. is to present the true, original 
message of Islam to the whole world - Islam as it is found in the 
Holy Quran and the life of the Holy Prophet Muhammad, obscured 
today by grave misconceptions and wrong popular notions. 

Islam seeks to attract the hearts and minds of people towards 
the truth, by means of reasoning, good moral example, and the 
natural beauty of its principles. It neither aspires to gain political 
power, nor allows the use of force in support of the faith. 

Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (l 83S-1908), our Founder, arose 
to remind the world that Islam is: 

International: It recognizes prophets being raised among all 
nations and requires Muslims to believe in them. Truth and 
goodness can be found in all religions. God treats all human 
beings equally justly, irrespective of race, nationality or 
religion. 

Peaceful: Allows use of force only in unavoidable self-defence. 
Teaches Muslims to live peacefully under any rule which 
accords them freedom of religion. 

Tolerant: Gives full freedom to everyone to hold and practise 
any creed or religion. Requires us to tolerate differences of 
belief and opinion. 

Rational: In all matters, it urges use of human reason and 
knowledge. Blind following is condemned and independence of 
thought is granted. 

Inspiring: Worship is not a ritual, but provides living contact 
with a Living God, Who answers prayers and speaks to His 
righteous servants even today as in the past. 

Non-sectarian: Every person professing Islam by the words Ui 
ilaha ill-Allah, Muhammad-ur rasal Allah (There is no god but 
Allah, and Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) is a Muslim. 
A Muslim cannot be expelled from Islam by anyone. 

He also taught that no prophet, old or new, is to arise after the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad. However, Mujaddids will be raised by 
God to revive and rekindle the light of the faith of Islam. 
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About ourselves. 

The Ahmadiyya Anjuman lsha'at Islam 
Lahore has branches in the following 
countries: 

U.S.A. 
England. 
Holland. 
India. 
Australia. 
Trinidad. 
Suriname. 

Canada. 
Germany. 
South Africa. 
Indonesia. 
Fiji. 
Guyana. 

The Movement has members and 
supponers in many other countries as 
well. In Berlin, it has a large historical 
mosque constructed in the mid-l 920s. 

Achievements: 

The Anjuman has produced extensive 
literature on Islam, originally in English 
and Urdu, including translations of the 
Holy Quran with commentaries. These 
books are being translated into other lan
guages. such as French, German, Spanish, 
Russian, Chinese and Japanese. 

The Anjuman has run several Muslim 
missions around the world, including the 
first-ever in Western Europe. 

The Movement's unique contribution 
to Islamic thought is summed up in the 
column on the left. 

History: 

1889: Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad 
founded the Ahmadiyya Movement. 

1901: Movement given name Ahmadiyya
after Holy Prophet Muhammad's other 
famous name Ahmad.

1905: Hazrat Mirza appoints central body 
(Anjuman) to manage the Movement. 

1908: Death of Hazrat Mirza. Succeeded 
by Maulana Nur-ud-Din as Head. 

1914: Death of Maulana Nur-ud-Din. 
Ahmadiyya Anjuman Isha•at Islam 
founded at Lahore to continue the 
original Anjuman, to preserve Hazrat 
Mirza's real mission. Maulana 
Muhammad Ali elected as Head. 

1951: Death of Maulana Muhammad Ali 
after fifty years of glorious service to 
the cause of Islam. Maulana Sadr-ud
Din (d. 1981) becomes head. 

Since 1981 Dr. Saeed Ahmad Khan. 
an eminent doctor and religious scholar. 
has led the Movement, at a time when it 
faces intense persecution and opposition. 
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A brief account of my life 

From the book 'Kitab al-Barriyya' 

by Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad 

fin the last issue, we began serialising the section of 

'Kitab al-Barriyya' in which the Promised Messiah 
describes the events of his life. The first part ended at 
the point where he finished the history of his forefathers 

and was about to begin his own life.) 

Now an account of my own life is as follows. I was 
born' towards the last days of Sikh rule in 1839 or 
1840 C.E. In 1857 I was sixteen or seventeen years 
old; my beard and moustaches had not yet started 
growing. Before my birth my father had suffered 
great hardships. Once he travelled through India on 
foot. But at the time of my birth his straitened 
circumstances had changed to affluence. It is the 
mercy of God, the Most High, that I did not see 
anything of his time of hardship. Nor did I receive 
anything of the rulership and government which my 
forefathers possessed. On the contrary, like Jesus 
who was a prince in name only because of descent 
from David, and had lost all means of kingdom, so 
also for me it can be said only in words that I am a 
descendant of such chiefs and rulers. Perhaps this 
happened so that there should also be this similarity 
[of my circumstances] with Jesus. Although I cannot 
say like Jesus that I do not have a place where even 
to lay my head, nonetheless I know that all the 
rulership and authority of our ancestors was taken 
away. and by my time that state of affairs came 
entirely to an end. 

This happened so that God the Most High might 
establish a new order, as there has been a revelation 
from that Glorified One mentioned in Barahin 
Ahmadiyya: Subhan Allahu tabaraka wa ta 'a/a zada 
majda-ka yanqati 'u tibd 'a-ka wa yubda 'u min-ka, 
i.e., "God of great blessings, High and Pure, has
exalted your dignity more than that of your family;
from now on the mention of your ancestors will be
cut off and God will begin with you." Similarly He
gave me the following good news: "I shall bless
you, and bless you greatly, so much so that kings
shall seek blessings from your clothes".

1. I was born as a twin. A girl born with me died after a
few days. I think that in this way God the Most High
entirely removed from me the essence of femininity.
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Education. 
Reverting to the previous sequence of events, I 
record that my education in childhood took place as 
follows. When I was six or seven years old, a 
Persian knowing teacher was employed for me who 
taught me the Holy Quran and a few Persian books. 
The name of this venerable man was Fazl-i-Ilahi. 
When I was about ten years old, an Arabic knowing 
Maulvi gentleman was appointed for my instruction 
whose name was Fazl-i-Ahmad. I feel that since my 
education was the very beginning of the faz/ 
(bounty) of God the Most High, hence the first 
word in the names of these teachers was also faz/. 
The said Maulvi gentleman, a devoutly religious 
and esteemed man, taught me with great care and 
diligence. Under him I studied some books of 
Arabic grammar and rules of syntax of the lan
guage. Subsequently when I was seventeen or 
eighteen years old, I had the opportunity to study 
for a few years under another Maulvi gentleman by 
the name of Gul Ali Shah. My father had employed 
him also, and appointed him to teach in Qadian. 
From this latter Maulvi gentleman I received educa
tion in the established branches of knowledge such 
as grammar, logic and philosophy. to the extent that 
God the Most High had willed. 

I read certain books on medicine from my father 
who was a very competent physician in the practice 
of [traditional] medicine. In those days I was so 
much absorbed in the study of books that it was as 
if I was not living in this world. My father fre
quently instructed me to reduce my reading of 
books because, out of great concern, he was afraid 
in case my health should suffer. Besides, it was also 
his intention that I should give up this diversion and 
share the cares and anxieties which he had. This 
was what happened at last. 

Pursuit of father's legal cases and fanning work. 

My father had filed suits in the English adminis
tered courts to recover the villages of some of his 
ancestors. He set me also to pursue these cases and 
I remained engaged in these affairs for a long time. 
I regret that much of my precious time was wasted 
in these meaningless disputes. Along with this, my 
father put me in charge of agricultural matters. I 
was not a man of such temperament and nature and 
as a result I was often the object of my father's 
displeasure. He was extremely sympathetic and kind 
to me but he wanted to make me deal with people in 
the manner of those who are involved in worldly 
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business, but I was by nature thoroughly averse to 
such a life. Once a commissioner wanted to come to 
Qadian and my father insisted that I should go a 
distance of two or three kos2 to welcome him. But 
my temperament greatly abhorred it and I was also 
unwell, so I could not go. This also became a cause 
of his displeasure. He wanted me to be absorbed in 
worldly affairs every moment, which I could not 
do. 

Still I think that I had devoted myself to the 
service of my father sincerely, not for worldly gain 
but merely to obtain Divine reward for obedience. 
At the same time I was engaged in praying for him. 
He believed from the bottom of his heart that I was 
acting out of the teaching to do good to parents. 
Many a time he used to say: "It is only out of 
mercy that I am drawing the attention of this son of 
mine towards worldly affairs, but I know that what 
he is inclined towards, that is, towards the religion, 
that is the right and true way; while we are only 
wasting our lives." 

Short period in official service. 
Similarly, during the time I was under his care, a 
few years of my life were spent unwillingly in 
English office employment. At last, as my separa
tion weighed heavily on my father, so on his order, 
which was exactly what I wanted, I resigned and 
relieved myself of that service which was contrary 
to my nature, and came back again to my father. 
This experience taught me that most of those in 
official service lead a most unclean life. Among 
them there must be very few who fully adhere to 
fasting and prayers, and are able to save themselves 
from those unlawful pleasures which confront them 
by way of trial. I was always astonished to look at 
them, finding most of them to be people whose 
innermost desires were entirely limited to the gain 
of worldly riches and goods, whether acquired 
lawfully or by illicit means. The exertions, day and 
night, of many of them were carried out only for 
worldly progress of this short life. I found very few 
people among those in official service who, just by 
means of the remembrance of the greatness of God 
the Most High, possess the high moral virtues of 
meekness, generosity, chastity, lowliness, modesty, 
humility, sympathy for others, inner purity, lawful 
earning, truthful speech and abstinence from wrong
doing. On the contrary, I found many of them to be 

2. Kos is an old measure of disrance rhoughl lo be approx

imarely equal lo two miles.
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the devil's brethren in pride, waywardness, dis
regard of the faith and all kinds of other low 
morals. Since it was according to Divine wisdom 
that I should experience of all kinds and manner of 
human beings, hence I had to live in all sorts of 
company. In the words of the author of the Masnavi 
of Rumi l spent all those days in intense revulsion 
and pain: 

.. I was distressed by all the companies I 
associated myself with, good ones and bad 
ones, 

"Every one thought that he was my friend, 
but did not seek the secrets of my heart. " 

Return home. 

When I returned to the service of my late father, I 
became engaged as before in the same agricultural 
work. But most of my time was spent in pondering 
over the Holy Quran and the perusal of commen
taries [of the Quran] and Hadith. Many a time I 
used to read out from those books to my revered 
father. Because of his failures, my father was 
frequently despondent and sad. In pursuing court 
cases he had spent some seventy thousand rupees, 
the result of which was ultimately failure. For, the 
villages belonging to our ancestors had gone out of 
our possession a long time ago, and their recovery 
was a vain thought. It was due to this frustration 
that my late revered father spent his life in a very 
deep whirlpool of despondency, sorrow and 
restlessness. Observing those circumstances used to 
give me the opportunity to create a change for the 
good, because the picture of the miserable life of 
my revered father taught me the lesson to lead that 
selfless life which is free from worldly pollution. 

Although the revered Mirza Sahib still had 
possession of a few villages, and some annual grant 
had also been allocated by the British Government, 
and there was also the pension from the period of 
service, yet it was nothing compared to what he had 
experienced in the past. That is why he was always 
sorrowful and grieving. Frequently he would say 
that if he had exerted himself for religion as much 
as he had exerted himself for sordid worldly gain 
then he might have become a saint of the age. He 
used to recite this poetic verse often: 

"Life has been spent, there remains nothing 
except a few days; It is better that I should 
spend whole nights in the remembrance of 
Some One [i.e. God]." 
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I saw many a time that he would tearfully recite a 
verse composed by himself, and it is this: O Friend
of every friendless one, from your door I do not 
expect that I would go disappointed. Sometimes he 
used to recite this verse of his own with much 
feeling: / swear by the tears of the eyes of the lovers
and the dust of the foot of the Beloved: My heart 
bums in blood for Some One. 

Towards the close of his life, he was daily 
getting more and more overwhelmed by the dis
appointment of having to appear empty-handed [of 
good deeds] before the Powerful and Glorious God. 
Again and again, he used to say regretfully: "I 
wasted my life in vain for the pointless disputes of 
the world." Once my revered father related the 
following dream. "I saw the messenger of Allah, on 
whom be peace and blessings of Allah, coming 
towards my house with great dignity, like the 
coming of a majestic king. Then I ran towards him 
for his reception. When I drew near, it occurred to 
me that I should make an offering. So I put my 
hand in my pocket, but it contained only one rupee. 
When I looked carefully, I found even that to be a 
fake. On this my eyes were filled with tears. Then 
I woke up." Then he himself gave the interpretation 
that where there is worldliness, the love of God and 
the Messenger is like counterfeit money. He used to 
say that, as with him, the last part of his father's 
life was also spent in nothing but distress, sorrow 
and grief, and whatever he tried to do resulted in 
failure. He also used to recite a verse of his father, 
i. e. my great-grandfather, one line of which I have
forgotten but the other is this: "When I make a
plan, destiny laughs over it. "

Father's death. 

This sorrow and pain which he felt intensified in old 
age. It was with this in mind that, about six months 
earlier, my revered father built a mosque in the 
centre of this village, which is the central mosque 
of this area, and expressed the following as his will: 
"I should be buried in a corner of the mosque so 
that the name of the honourable, glorious God 
would always reach my ears, and perhaps it might 
turn out to be the source of my pardon." It so 
happened that the day the building of the mosque 
was completed in all respects, and perhaps only a 
few bricks of the floor remained to be fixed, my 
revered father, after being ill for only a few days, 
died of dysentery. He was buried in the very corner 
of this mosque where he had stood and indicated the 
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spot. 0 Allah, have mercy on him and make him 
enter the garden, Amen! He was about eighty or 
eighty-five years old. 

His words of remorse as to why he wasted 
precious time for the sake of the world are still 
heart-rending for me. I know that every person who 
seeks the world will at the end of his life carry this 
regret with him. Anyone who cares to understand, 
let him understand. 

Beginning of revelations. 

I would have been about thirty-four or thirty-five 
years old when my revered father died. I had been 
told in a dream that the time of his death was nigh. 
When I had this dream I was at Lahore. Then I 
hurriedly came to Qadian and found him suffering 
from dysentery. But it was not at all expected that 
he would die on the second day after my arrival. 
For, the intensity of the disease had subsided and he 
used to keep sitting entirely by his own strength. 
The next day, at the heat of noon, all of us relatives 
were present in his service when the Mirza sahib 
told me out of kindness to take a little rest at the 
time because it was the month of June and the heat 
was intense. I went to take rest in a room with 
windows on all four sides, on the house top, and a 
servant started pressing my feet. In a short while, as 
I dozed off slightly, the revelation came to me: Wa
s-sama 'i wa-t-tariq, meaning, By the heaven which 
is the source of fate and destiny, and By the calam
ity to befall today after sunset. I was made to 
understand that "this revelation is a sort of condo
lence from the God the Most High, and the calamity 
is that your father will die this very day after 
sunset. " Glory be to Allah, what eminence does the 
great Lord possess, that He mentions by way of 
condolence the death of a man who has passed away 
regretting having wasted his life. Most people 
would wonder as to what is meant by condolences 
from God the Most High. But it should be remem
bered that when the honoured, glorious God casts 
the look of mercy on some one, He deals with him 
in this manner like a friend. Similarly the laughter 
of God mentioned in Hadith is in the same sense. 

The gist of it is that when I received the revela
tion from God about the death of my late revered 
father, which I have just mentioned, then as a 
consequence of human nature it occurred to me that 
as certain sources of income were tied up with my 
father's life, we know not what tribulations we shall 
have to face. Then immediately I received this 
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second revelation: a laisa-allahu bi-ktif-in 'abda-ha. 
meaning "Is God not sufficient for His servant?" 
This revelation bestowed wonderful tranquillity and 
peace of mind and it got implanted in my heart like 
a steel nail. Now I swear by God, of glory and 
honour, Who holds my life in His hands, that He 
fulfilled for me this revelation containing good news 
in a way that I could not even conceive of or 
imagine. He became my surety in a way that no 
father could possibly have ever been. He bestowed 

"Is God not sufficient for His 
servant ? "  - This revelation 

bestowed wonderful tran
quillity and peace of mind and 

it got implanted in my heart 
like a steel nail. 

His favours on me repeatedly so much so that it is 
entirely impossible for me to deny them. My father 
died the same day after sunset. This was the first 
day that, through God's revelation, I experienced a 
sign of mercy about which I cannot imagine that i t  
will ever be cut off during my lifetime. Those very 
days, I had that revelation engraved on a stone and 
then encased it in a ring which I have kept very 
securely till today. 

In short, about forty years of my life were spent 
under the care of my revered father. Just as he was 
taken from the world, I started receiving Divine 
revelations with great intensity. I cannot say at all 
what I had done because of which this Divine 
bounty was bestowed on me. I only have an inner 
feeling that by nature my heart is so drawn to God 
the Most High, with fidelity, that nothing has the 
power to stop this attraction. This is only His 
bounty. I have never even indulged in rigorous 
spiritual exercises, nor like some of the present day 
Sufis subjected myself to intense spiritual exertions 
or gone into seclusion for forty days for worship. 
Nor did I perform any act of asceticism opposed to 
the Sunna, which would be objectionable under the 
Holy Quran. In fact I have always been disgusted 
with such faqirs and followers of innovations who 
indulge in all sorts of novel practices. I 

* * * * * 
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The philosophy of colours 
in the Holy Quran 

by Maulana Abdul Haq Vidyarthi 

(This article, written originally in Urdu, first appeared in 
the Lahore Ahmadiyya Anjuman's periodical 'Paigham 
Sulh ' in 1946. It has been included in the first volume of 
the compilation of the Maulana 's Urdu articles to be 
published shortly under the title 'Muarif-ul-Haq'.J 

"Do you not see that Allah sends down from the 
clouds water, then brings forth with it fruits of 
different kinds (or colours) . And in the mountains 
there are streaks, white and red, of different 
colours, and some intensely black. And of people 
and animals and cattle there are different colours 
likewise. Only those of His servants fear Allah who 
possess knowledge. " (Holy Quran 35:27-28) 

Knowledge and beauties of the Quran and the 
Promised Messiah. 

The learned persons of the Muslim nation agree that 
the truths and the knowledge contained in the Holy 
Quran will continue to be disclosed till the end of 
time. It is also obvious that according to the clear 
evidence of the words "none shall touch it except 
the purified ones" (the Quran 56:79), the man to 
whom knowledge of the Quran is disclosed in 
abundance cannot be a heretic and disbeliever. The 
history of Islam cannot present any example of a 
disbeliever who studied the Quran extensively and 
whose mission in life was to prove the truth of the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad and of the Holy Quran by 
means of arguments and proofs whose excellence 
could not be matched by any of the ulama, whether 
of the former times or of his own time. According 
to the late Dr. Sir Muhammad Iqbal, in our time 
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad was the man who showed his 
love for the Holy Prophet Muhammad by means of 
the Holy Quran. In his first book, Bartihin Ahmad
iyya, the arguments and evidence on the truth of the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad which he has given from 
the Quran are a shining example of knowledge of 
the Quran. After this too, in his other books, he has 
spread these pearls everywhere. Would that the 
Muslims, instead of reading books written by the 
religious leaders opposed to him, study his own 
works and judge him fairly. To look at something 
only through the eyes of its opposition obscures the 
real nature of that thing. 
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However, the claim made in Barahin Ahmadiyya 
that 300 arguments will be adduced could not be 
fulfilled due to some Divine purpose. To express 
one's real feelings, after reading the four parts of a 
work of high merit l ike the Barahin Ahmadiyya, you 
wish that you could enjoy even more of the fruit of 
its knowledge. However, if Hazrat Mirza sahib had 
exhausted the knowledge of the Holy Quran and the 
arguments on the truth of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad, he would have deprived us of the 
pleasure of research and investigation, and even 
closed the way for us to express our love for the 
Holy Prophet. But these people do not come in 
order to close down human thinking and reflection; 
rather, they come to make these mental faculties 
even sharper and more radiant. 

Two caveats. 
I am asked every year to make a speech on some 
topic at the annual Jalsa of the Anjuman. I have 
never published these speeches in written form, and 
despite repeated requests from friends I am not 
inclined to do so. Hazrat Amir Maulana Muhammad 
Ali once urged me to write a book on the topic of 
modern scientific knowledge and the Holy Quran. 
Last summer Mirza Muzaffar Baig insisted that I 
should collect together my articles on this topic, and 
they would be published. But what prevents me 
from so doing is that my knowledge is inadequate. 
While people praise my speeches every year, what 
I really wish is that scholarly and knowledgeable 
people would point out errors in them. 

Secondly, the history of science itself is in fact 
the history of the constant errors of human thought. 
To interpret the Holy Quran on the basis of scien
tific discoveries is to invite danger. Nonetheless, it 
is an admitted fact that there is no error or fault in 
nature. Its l aws are based on truth. The errors are 
of our thinking and the blame l ies on our under
standing. Similarly, the Holy Quran has the perfect 
quality described in the words "this Book, there is 
no doubt in it" (2:2). It is our reasoning, argument 
and deduction which can be mistaken. 

After these two warnings, I present an article on 
the knowledge of the Quran in the l ight of present 
scientific research which was delivered as a speech 
at the annual Jalsa but could not be completed due 
to lack of time. 

Criteria of excellence of a writing. 
The excellence of a writing is judged from three 
aspects: 
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1 .  The eloquence, beauty and arrangement of its 
words. 

2 .  Its philosophical , scientific or scholarly value. 

3. Its moral and spiritual utility.
A writing may be of a high standard as regards

the composition of text and use of l anguage, but it 
may have no scholarly value whatsoever. Con
versely, another writing may be excellent as a work 
of l earning and knowledge, but may be totally 
lacking in eloquence and consist of badly joined 
phrases. And if, by chance, a writing possesses both 
qualities, but its effect upon the improvement of the 
morals of human beings is nothing, its moral value 
is nil. A writing of the highest merit and standard 
can only be one which combines these three 
qualities. 

There are innumerable commentaries and exposi
tions of the Holy Quran which have been written, 
and which will be wriuen in future, but it is impos
sible to encompass its contents and give a gist of 
them because the truths revealed in it are endless 
and its wonders shall not cease till the end of time. 
The best exposition of the Quran is one which 
creates within the human heart an appreciation of 
the beauty of its language, an understanding of the 
truths contained in it , and a l ight which produces 
good morals. 

Analysis and explanation of words. 
The verse upon which I spoke at the annual Jalsa 
possesses all these three qualities. It  is as follows: 

wa min al-jibdli judad-un biz-un wa humr-un 
mukhtalif-un alwanu-hii wa ghardbib sad -

" And in the mountains there are streaks, 
white and red, of different colours, and some 
intensely black. " 

Wa: The "and" ,  with which these words begin, 
is considered by the commentators of the Quran to 
be the kind of " and" which introduces a new subject 
(wa musta 'nifa), so that these words are thought to 
have no connection with the preceding words: "Do 
you not see that Allah sends down from the clouds 
water. . .  " But usually "and" is used to show a 
connection between the preceding and the following 
words, the kind of "and" which is called wa 'atifa. 

On the basis that there is a connection between 
the two sets of words, this turns out to be an expla
nation about colours which is entirely in accord 
with present scientific knowledge. But fourteen 
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hundred years ago no scientist or philosopher in the 
world knew of these discoveries. 

The word wa occurs twice more: "white and 
red" , "and (some) intensely black" . The first is 
again the "and" of connection, but it is the kind 
which "refers the particular to the general" ,  i .e. red 
is a particular case while white is general. This, 
too, discloses a discovery about colours which is 
now an established fact of modern knowledge. 

The "and" in the words "and (some) intensely 
black" is the kind of "and" known as wa mughd ' -
ira, which excludes black from the category of 
colours. This fact is not even now known generally, 
but only to the learned ones. 

Min (" And in the mountains . . .  "): If this particle 
means "from" indicating the source of something, 
as it can do, this sheds further light on modern 
discoveries about colours. Even if taken as meaning 
"in", it expresses the power and wisdom of God. 

Jiblil: This is generally applied to mountains. 
The effect and influence of colours may be particu
larly seen in mountains. Sometimes the wordjibiil 
denotes something which is of great power and 
worthy of honour. Jibdl here indicates the grandeur, 
power and abundance of the thing which descends 
from the sky bearing colours. In the Quran, the 
wordjibiil also means clouds, as in the verse: "And 
He sends down from the sky clouds wherein is hail" 
(24:43) .  The reaching of the rays of the sun, bear
ing colours, to the ground after passing through 
miles of extremely cold clouds, is such a magnifi
cent phenomenon concealing within itself so much 
of the knowledge and wisdom of God that only 
modern physicists can understand it properly. 

Judad: Tracts, paths, streaks, that which is fast 
moving - all these meanings disclose something 
about modern discoveries regarding colours and 
l ight. 

Biz: the word "white" in plural. This word is 
evidence of how perfectly aware of colours the 
Arabs were, and testifies to Arabic being the perfect 
language. 

Humr: the word "red" in plural. This is to show 
that there is not just one colour red, but there are 
many shades and degrees of it. By mentioning red 
as the last of colours, and by ending with it "differ
ent colours", the Quran has given a perfect descrip
tion which can only be appreciated by those pos
sessing knowledge. 

Mukhtalif-un alwdnu-hd (lit. their different 
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colours): the pronoun their refers to both white and 
red. Observing this scientific miracle of the Holy 
Quran, a physicist will have to concede that it is the 
word of God. This refers to colours occurring in 
pairs, a discovery made only recently. 

Ghariibib sad: Intensely black. After mentioning 
"different colours", the "and" of exclusion (wa 
mughti 'ira) is used to exclude black from the cate
gory of colours, so that the words amount to saying: 
there are streaks of different colours, ranging from 
white to red, and there are other streaks which are 
intensely black. These words show a deep know
ledge containing a strong evidence for scientists. 
Not only is black not declared to be one of the 
colours, but its nature is fully described as well, 
and this is a shining proof of the Holy Quran being 
the word of God. 

Meaning of the verse. 

The verse under discussion then means as follows: 

"Do you not see that Allah sends down from 
the clouds water, then brings forth with it 
fruits of different kinds (or colours) . And 
from the sky and the clouds (He sends down) 
fast-moving waves, white and red, of differ
ent colours, and others intensely black. " 

The verse begins with the address: Do you not see. 
This indicates that it contains something worth 
pondering and thinking about. The purpose of 
drawing attention in this way is to say that no 
matter how beautiful a scene there may be before 
the eyes, however much knowledge and truth it may 
hold, and however many volumes of wisdom there 
may be in it, but a blind eye and a dead heart 
cannot benefit from it. The fact is that for man 
there are two worlds: the external world and the 
internal world of his knowledge. The eyes are the 
doorway between these two worlds, through which 
the external world with the facts and the knowledge 
relating to it enters into us. The importance of this 
doorway for man is obvious, but its value can only 
be realized when the human mind behind it is a 
thinking one, and most of all when the brain con
tains a store-house of knowledge. The meaning of 
pondering or seeing is to look at something in the 
l ight of knowledge. The benefit a human being can 
derive from his l ife is proportionate to the amount 
of knowledge he has saved in the bank of his brain. 
It is impossible to draw out more from this account 
than the amount deposited in it. 
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The words a lam tara ("do you not see . . .  ?") are 
here used to address scientists who, by their experi
ments, have accumulated the treasure of knowledge 
in their minds . If they were to ponder over this 
passage of the Holy Quran with the aid of their 
knowledge they would see science paying respect 
and honour to the Holy Prophet Muhammad. But an 
ignorant man not given to thinking will probably 
not see any wisdom or beauty in the verse, just as 
a person who is colour blind sees everything as grey 
and dul l .  While inviting the men of knowledge to 
ponder and reflect over these verses, the Quran 
comforts the Holy Prophet Muhammad in these 
words: 

" If they reject you, then indeed those before
them also rejected. "  (35 :25) 

meaning that if some unwise people, due to their 
blindness and ignorance, reject him then it is 
sufficient to know that nations before them also 
rejected their messengers even though they brought 
them proofs,  scriptures and illuminating books. 
However, neither the Holy Prophet nor any Muslim 
can be satisfied by merely knowing that earlier 
people had also rejected their messengers . There
fore, after giving some scientific arguments, it is 
stated : "Only those of His servants fear Allah who 
possess knowledge. ,. That is, there is no need to
feel despondent if the ignorant do not accept you 
because there will be great learned persons who, 
being able to see these scientific arguments of the 
Quran, will accept Islam and reach the stage of high 
spiritual knowledge and fear of God. 

Moral aspects of these verses. 
I have so far only pointed to the beauty and wisdom 
of the words and the intellectual arguments, which 
shows that these verses combine fineness of lan
guage with the rational nature of the contents. After 
this, the ethical view or moral aspect is also worthy 
of note. Just as, in outward appearance, some 
colours are attractive and others are repugnant, and 
some are therapeutic while others have an adverse 
effect on health , similarly the three colours men
tioned here have a special moral significance. White 
is the colour of peace, harmony , goodness and 
honour, red denotes danger and war, and black is 
the colour of evil and ignorance. These colours in 
this verse also refer to three types of religious 
leaders (ulama). In the Quran, ulama are likened to 
mountains (jibdl, the word mentioned in this verse), 
from which rivers and streams of knowledge flow, 
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and springs and fountains of truths rise up. It says: 

"And there are some rocks out of which 
streams burst forth, and there are some of
them which spli t  asunder so water flows from 
them, and there are some of them which fall 
down for the fear of Allah . ,. (2 :74)

These streams and rivers may be of water which is 
"white, delicious to those who drink" (37:46), that 
is, of goodness and of refreshment to the soul . But 
they may be red , of blood, which turn a peaceful 
world into one of fiery violence. Likewise, black 
also refers to ulama who give rise to evil move
ments of darkness, and from whom come forth huge 
waves of vice, wickedness and false beliefs.  

Evidence of existence of God and truth of 
Prophet Muhammad. 
According to several verses of the Holy Quran the 
diversity of colours is an evidence of the existence 
of God and His power and wisdom. The fact that 
this argument was given to the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad at a time when not even the greatest 
philosopher or scientist knew the nature of colours 

is a magnificent sign of the Holy Prophet's  truth . 

An unlettered man, entirely unacquainted with 
scientific knowledge and living in a country devoid 
of the l ight of learning, puts forward a concept 
which is discovered by human knowledge a thou
sand years after him, gradually , through the cons
tant research and experiments of the men of science. 

The man who eventually made the discovery was 
proclaimed the greatest man in the world in the very 
centre of knowledge and learning. The inscription 

upon his grave-stone read: "Here l ies buried the 

greatest man in the world . "  Sir Isaac Newton was 
the man who in 1 690 c.E.  first discovered that 

white light which descends from the sky without 

any colour (for in every language it is said that 

something is either white or coloured) is in fact 

composed of all the colours . By observing white 

l ight passing through a prism and being divided into 

colours, he discovered that it was a combination of 

all colours. The first colour, as l ight emerges from 
a prism, is violet . This is followed by streaks of 
other colours, ending with red . On this basis it is 

said that when white light falls on a solid object it 
absorbs some of the colours and reflects the others 
back. The reflected rays reach the retina of our eyes 
and tell us the colour of the object. In complete 
darkness nothing has any colour. 
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The point to be noted here is that colours come 
down from the sky in the form of l ight. This con
cept was unknown to anyone in the world before Sir 
Isaac Newton. But the knowledge revealed to the 
Holy Prophet Muhammad from God not only 
contains a clear evidence of the existence of God, 
but by making this disclosure a thousand years 
before Newton proves the truth of the Holy Prophet 
to the men of science. Newton by his scientific 
experiment proved the truth of the statement made 
in the Holy Quran. I 

(Editor's note: In the next part, to appear in our next 
issue, the author discusses specifically the several 
scientific disclosures made in these verses about the 

nature of colours, and deals with the historical, linguis
tic, moral and religious aspects of man 's concepts of 
what is colour.} 

* * * * * 

Instructions for the 
Ahmadiyya Jama'at - 2 

Our objectives and how to attain them 

by Maulana Muhammad Ali 

(We continue the translation of the Mau/ans 's Urdu 

booklet written as a guide book for the members of the 
A.A.I. I.L . ,  summarizing the aims of the Movement and 

laying do wn the basic duties of each member. In the 
first part, the Mau/ans was describing the distinctive 

features of our Jama 'at and had dealt with two of them: 
1. The aim of our lives is the propagation of Islam, 2. 

The making of sacrifices of one's person and property
for this aim.}

3. Knowledge of religion.

As the work of the propagation of Islam requires us 
to have adequate knowledge of Islam, on the one 
hand, and of the religions of the nations among 
whom we seek to spread Islam, on the other, the 
third distinction of our community ought to be that 
each one of us, whether great or small ,  must make 
the fullest effort to acquire knowledge of Islam and 
other religions. This is not a difficult task. Every 
person, despite being busy in the work of earning a 
l ivelihood, can find some time to devote to increas
ing his knowledge. Those who are literate can 
peruse the relevant books as a pastime. 
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In the attainment of religious knowledge, the 
study of Holy Quran occupies the highest place. 
Then comes Hadith, life of the Holy Prophet 
Muhammad, and Islamic history. From among other 
rel igions, our nearest neighbour is the Hindu 
religion. It is absolutely essential to acquire famil
iarity with the principles of this faith, and in partic
ular with those of its modem sect the Arya Samaj, 
so that by knowing their beliefs we can present the 
true rel igion to them in the most appropriate way. 

The Christian religion, as I have mentioned 
earlier, is the biggest obstacle in the path of the 
progress of Islam. For the triumph of the faith of 
Islam it is imperative that each one of us, according 
to his capacity, must have made sufficient prepara
tion to be able to face this religion. Besides this, 
one must know something of the other great reli
gions of the world. 

The writings of the Promised Messiah not only 
cast a tremendous amount of l ight on all these 
questions in this age, but give in our hands the 
knowledge before which untruth cannot make a 
stand. Therefore it is absolutely imperative for us to 
be familiar with his books and to read them over 
and over again. And not only to read them our
selves, but to include them in the circle of study of 
our next generation at the earliest stage. Familiarity 
with his books creates within a person a great urge 
to serve the cause of truth and gives him the stron
gest power to confront false beliefs, and this is 
needed above all at the present day. 

4. Adherence to the teachings of Islam.
Our fourth distinctive feature must be adherence to 
the teachings of Islam and respect for its institu
tions. No group and no individual can be successful 
in taking the truth to others unless they act on those 
true teachings themselves. Only those words can 
have an effect upon the hearts of others which come 
out of the depth of a person's own heart. And 
whatever is in the heart casts its influence upon the 
body and its limbs, and is manifested in the indivi
dual's actions. Many people think that, irrespective 
of their practical actions, they are entitled to convey 
to others what they believe in their hearts to be 
true. This may be valid to some extent, but if a 
man's belief is too weak to influence his own 
actions, how can his words influence other people? 
Whoever wishes that his words should have an 
effect upon others - and every one of us should 
have this desire - he must first produce an effect 
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upon his own actions. The work of influencing 
others comes after that stage. We can bring the 
world to submit to the Holy Quran, but only when 
our own heads have bowed to it first with humility. 

5. Tolerance and broad-mindedness in propaga
tion.
Our fifth distinctive feature is to be broad-minded 
in the propagation of the religion. The Holy Quran 
has taught us that prophets appeared among every 
people. Therefore, even the thought of denigrating 
the sacred scripture or the revered founder of 
another religion ought not to enter our minds. Of 
course, if there is a flaw in the teaching of a reli
gious sage, or if a scripture contains a teaching 
unacceptable to the human mind or impossible to act 
upon, it is quite another matter to point that out . 
But we must have respect in our hearts for the 
founders and the scriptures of every religion. 

All religions lead man to have a connection with 
God to one extent or another. But the perfect 
connection can only be attained by following the 
teachings of Islam. The teachings of all the other 
religions were, in the first place, meant only for 
particular ages and particular nations, limited as 
regards both time and place. Secondly, the accounts 
of the l ives of the founders of those religions were 
not preserved accurately, and many wrong stories 
mixed up with the truth gained currency. In  the 
same way, all the sacred scriptures had undergone 
alterations. As a result, human beings needed a 
religion which was free from the limitations of 
nation and time, whose founder's life was known in 
the light of history, and whose scripture was unaf
fected by alteration. Only such a religion could 
produce a perfect connection between man and God, 
and that religion is Islam. 

By embracing Islam, a person does not lose what 
he had before, nor does he respect any the less a 
revered figure he respected before. On the contrary, 
by accepting Islam his heart is open to honouring all 
the other founders of the great religions of the 
world as well, and his mind becomes broad enough 
to accept every truth. Therefore, a man who calls 
others to Islam should already possess this broad
ness of heart and mind, and be able to present the 
truth without attacking any religious personality. 

Earlier religions undoubtedly possessed light 
within them, but that light was not strong and 
became still more dim. The previous prophets acted 
as lamps in a dark night, but after the sun of pro-
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phethood has risen - the Holy Prophet Muhammad 
- people must open their hearts to receive the
brightness of this world-luminary instead of taking
light from the former lamps.

Tolerance among Muslims. 
In  place of speaking ill of others, the superiority of 
the truth should be put forward. The religion which 
has taught such broadmindedness towards other 
faiths and their revered figures cannot obviously 
teach one to hate the other sects and parties of the 
Muslims themselves. Consequently, we Ahmadis 
must honour the revered figures of all the sects of 
Islam. No mortal is free of faults, but we should 
aim to keep in view the good qualities of the leaders 
respected by various sects and acknowledge their 
work and services. 

We must have no part in reviling or denouncing 
any sect of Islam. Most importantly, when a person 
professes the words "There is no god but Allah, and 
Muhammad is His Messenger, " we should regard 
the dubbing of him as a ktifir to be the most abhor
rent sin of all .  If there is tolerance in our hearts for 
those of other faiths, this being the very teaching of 
the Holy Quran, then to be intolerant towards our 
own Muslim brethren and call them as ktifir is 
contrary to this breadth of mind. From Hazrat Abu 
Bakr onwards, we should honour every imam, wali, 
muhaddas and mujaddid, truly from the bottom of 
our hearts, and bear no ill-wil l or malice towards 
any sect of Islam. Of course, in accordance with the 
teaching of the Quran, "they exhort each other to 
truth" ( 103 :3), we must call them towards the truth 
established by the Mujaddid of this age, and when 
the beliefs of a sect are mistaken we must make this 
fact quite clear, acting according to the words of the 
Quran: "not fearing the censure of any censurer" 
(5 :54) . 

6. Holding work of propagation in high honour.
The last point I consider important to mention here
is that there must be true respect in our hearts for
the service of Islam and raising aloft the word of
Allah. If you think about it, to spread the name of
God in the world and to call to the truth is the most
honourable work because it was the work done by
the prophets and they are the most eminent people
among mankind. No other work can reach the
exalted and elevated status which this work holds.
However. in practice most people treat it as menial
and degraded work. When we wish to see our
relations and friends reaching some high rank, what
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comes to our mind is some worldly position, suc
cess in business or ownership of property. To 
prepare them to spread the name of God appears to 
be degrading. We make up various excuses for this 
attitude, for example that we do not wish to see our 
children being dependent on someone for their 
l ivelihood, as if this risk is only present if we 
prepare our children for the service of the faith. 
The actual fact is that there is no respect for this 
work in our hearts, even though we may sometimes 
hold in honour those who do this work because of 
their eminence. 

There is no doubt that it is also important that 
we respect above all those people among us who go 
forth to work in the way of God and proclaim His 
word. This is also a source of encouragement to 
those engaged in this work. But the criterion of true 
respect is only this, that when we are in search of a 
respectable line of occupation for our children and 
near ones, we should also now and then consider 
the work of the propagation of the word of God, 
and prepare them for service of the faith by regard
ing it as work worthy of the highest honour. If, 
after being trained for this work, they do not serve 
the faith, we would not be liable before God. I 

{To be continued.} 

* * * * * 

Spiritual wastelands yearn 
for the 

spring-water of Islam 

by Akram Ahmad, Texas, U.S.A. 

(The young author of this article deserves our gratitude 
for responding so promptly to our request for contribu
tions of material for 'The Light'. We hope to see, and 
benefit from, more of his eloquent articles in future 
issues. ) 

A mere glance at the moral and spiritual landscape 
of the Western nations reveals what can aptly be 
termed a spiritual wasteland. There exists today in 
society a widespread apathy towards religion, while 
unbridled materialism is rampant. Atheistic tenden
cies have risen to the fore, and religion exists more 
as a formality than as a vital force that should help 
man transcend the materialistic aspects of life and 
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lead him along the avenues of moral progress and 
perfection. 

We find in the Holy Quran the following des
cription of the attitude of the civil ized nations 
towards their moral and spiritual needs: 

"Say: Shall We inform you of those who are 
the greatest losers in respect of deeds? Those 
whose effort goes astray in this world's l ife, 
and they think that they are making good 
manufactures." (18: 103, 104) 

Thus the effort of people is entirely wasted in this 
world's l ife and they cannot pause in their incessant 
materialistic quests in order to be able to give a 
moment's consideration to the l ife after death. They 
so pride themselves on their manufacturing prowess 
and are so engrossed in perfecting it that the 
thought of God is pushed farther and farther away 
from their minds. Ever-increasing production is 
clearly the be-all and the end-all of l ife with them. 

Effect on the East. 

In the context of materialism holding sway over the 
masses, let us now glance at the situation that 
prevailed in the Eastern milieu not so long ago. 
Thus there was a time when, in the lands of the 
East, religious faith was the dominant and vital 
factor in the l ives of people. Belief in the existence 
of God was deeply ingrained in their consciousness 
and influenced all their actions and deeds. But then 
the glitter of the unprecedented and enormous 
strides made in materialism in the West transformed 
the image of atheism into one wherein it was per
ceived as a sign of fashionableness and wisdom. 
Thus presenting the pursuit of materialism as a 
highly attractive endeavour before the world, the 
West succeeded remarkably in influencing the 
hitherto religiously-informed outlook of large 
numbers of the Western-educated people in the 
East . 

As these materialistic tendencies filtered into the 
hearts of the people, their thinking was profoundly 
altered while, at the same time, pure human nature 
was suppressed by the so-called artistic achieve
ments taking place in the West. It may be pointed 
out that many of these artistic achievements alluded 
to, in the form of paintings depicting nudity and the 
statues and the l ike that adorned the museums of the 
"civil ized" nations, were such that a decent person 
could not look at them out of shame. 

At any rate, the resul t of this new mode of 
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thinking was that the virtuous tendencies in human 
nature were stifled, as it were, into a state of 
deathly silence . Consequently, belief in the exis
tence of God was greatly weakened, atheistic 
inclinations rose to the surface, and religion came 
to exist merely as a sequence of frail formalisms. 
Aristotelian philosophy began to take hold over the 
hearts of the multitudes. As noted in the series of 
articles Background to the Ahmadiyya Movement 
appearing in this publication, 1 the dominance of this 
philosophy had become so strong that when the 
Muslims actually did rise to defend their faith from 
the onslaught of materialism, they were unwittingly 
defending the ancient Greek philosophy itself. Now 
the nature of atheism is such that the arguments in 
favour of the existence of God which are used to 
counter it appear highly reasonable; after a perusal 
of the universe, the human intellect acknowledges 
that there must be a Supreme Creator of the 
cosmos. However, until somebody steps forth and 
establishes that his observations and experiences 
testify that there is indeed a Supreme Creator, 
human nature cannot be satisfied. This is precisely 
why God has been raising prophets and other 
virtuous persons so that they may renew the vitality 
of religious faith in the lives of people. 

Such a need was in fact greatly felt at that time 
when the burning winds of materialism were sweep
ing the entire world, scathing the spiritual lives of 
multitudes. Right at that time, how appropriate then 
was the voice of the Promised Messiah when he 
boldly announced that God had spoken to him, and 
that He had raised him to be a Reformer who would 
proclaim on the basis of his own experiences that 
God truly exists and that He still reveals Himself to 
His servants and l istens to their prayers just as He 
has been doing in previous eras. 

Promised Messiah on need to seek God. 

Thus Hazrat Mirza firmly stated that whatever he 
had announced was entirely rooted in his personal 
experience, and was not the outcome of philoso
phical conjecturing. He gave good tidings to the 
world that he had found God, and that the way to 
find God was through the practice of the Islamic 
faith. Highly pertinent in this regard is the follow
ing passage from one of his works entitled Kishti-e 
Nuh, published on October 5 ,  1 902, in which 
Hazrat Mirza exhorted his followers to seek piety 

I . by Mr. Shahid Aziz. See issues nos. 1 -3 of 1 994.
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and high morals and to transcend, not relinquish, 
the striving for material well-being: 

, How wretched is the person who is unaware 
that he has a God Who has power over all 
things. Our heaven is God, and our greatest 
pleasures are in God because we have seen 
Him and found every element of beauty in 
Him. This is the treasure worth seeking, even 
if you have to perish in the quest. This is the 
ruby worth buying, even if you have to lose 
your very existence to do so. 0 you deprived 
people! Hasten to this brook so that your 
thirst may be quenched ; this is the spring of 
life that will save you. 

, If you devote yourself to God, then know 
truly that God is yours. You will be asleep, 
and God will be awake for you. You will be 
unaware of your enemy, and God will watch 
your enemy and thwart his machinations. You 
are still unaware of the powers that your 
Lord possesses; if only you knew, then not a 
single day in your life would pass when you 
would feel wearied and worn away by the 
worries of this temporal world. 

, Does the possessor of a vast monetary trea
sure cry out in anguish over the loss of a 
single penny? Then if you were aware of this 
treasure, that God is there to help you in 
your every need , why would you fret over 
this world? God is a lovely treasure. Value 
this treasure, and He will be your Helper in 
your every step of your life .  Without Him, 
you are naught, and your means of attainment 
as well as your best-laid plans are utterly 
insignificant. 

, Do not imitate the nations that have placed 
their trust in materialism and come to rely 
completely on it. The way that a serpent eats 
dirt, these nations too have eaten the lowly 
dirt of material ism. Due to their excessive 
rel iance on materialism, and due to their not 
seeking help from God, they have died spiri
tually.  The way that spirituality has taken 
fl ight from their midst reminds one of the 
nest from which a dove has taken flight. 

, They have in their souls the leprosy of mate
rialism which has mutilated their viscera. 
Therefore dread that leprosy . I do not mean 
to discourage you from seeking worldly 
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goods, provided that you practice modera
tion. However, I do want to dissuade you 
from devoting yourselves to materialism the 
way that these nations have. These people 
have ignored God when, in the first place, it 
is He Who has provided man with all the 
material blessings of this world. If only you 
could discern, then you would see that the 
only thing of essence is God, and the rest is 
mere trappings. , 

Such teachings then were the great achievement 
of Hazrat Mirza. These teachings rescued hundreds 
of lost souls that had strayed on account of mis
guided beliefs. And these were the teachings whose 
veracity was acknowledged by all sensible and 
investigating atheists. They have the power today to 
revive the spiritual wastelands and make them 
burgeon once again. Alluding to his desire to 
disseminate these life-giving spiritual teachings, the 
Promised Messiah thus noted in his poetry: 

.. I stand by this clear stream, beckoning to 
the people ,  Like the mother who rushes to 
safeguard her children, 

"Maybe the lost and thirsty wanderers of the 
wilderness, Will hear my cries and come 
towards this water. " 

(Translated from the Urdu language.) 

We learn from the Holy Quran that as for those who 
have no vision for the higher values of life, they 
will be the greatest losers because all their endea
vours relate to this life, and these end where this 
life ends. I 

* * * * * 

. . .  Continued from page 19, column 2: 

However, this cynical and unjustified distortion is 
foiled by the following verse of the Quran: " . . .  the 
believers believe in that which has been revealed to 
thee and that which was revealed before thee, and 
those who keep up prayer and give the zakiit and the 
believers in Allah and the Last Day" (4: 162). 

This verse lists each of the same fundamentals as 
the earlier passage, but using slightly different 
words and a different order. The "hereafter" of 2:4 
is called "the Last Day" or yaum al-tikhir here, 
leaving no doubt that it refers to belief in life after 
death, and not a revelation to come in future. I 
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Gems from the Quran - 12 

by Mr. Mirza A.R. Baig. Texas 

96. "And cenainly We sent Moses with Our
messages and a clear authority,

97. To Pharaoh and his chiefs. but they followed
the bidding of Pharaoh; and Pharaoh 's bid
ding was not right-directing.

98. He will lead his people on the day of Resur
rection and bring them down to the fire. And
evil the place to which they are brought.

99. And they are ovenake11 by a curse in this
world and on the day of Resu"ection. Evil
the gift which shall be given.

JOO. This is an account of (the fate of) the towns 
which We relate to you; of them are some 
that stand and others mown down. " 

(Holy Quran eh. 1 1, verses 96-100) 

1 . Being the most advanced nation of the world
with their history going back from 3000 to 100 e.c. 
Pharaohs of Egypt were a too proud lot; and a law 
unto themselves.  Therefore, although Moses came 
co Pharaoh with authority and a communication 
from God, containing most reasonable, clear and 
strong arguments, he just rejected it off-hand 
without due consideration. Consequently they were 
punished by God in due course and became a 
"damned" nation. And soon after, Pharaoh himself, 
along with his crack regiments, was drowned in the 
Red Sea. 

2. God gave Pharaoh many chances to mend his
ways and toe the line, but he continued to vacillate !  
He would first agree to abide by the Divine laws 
and later break his promise. He repeatedly did this. 
Consequently, God punished them with starvation, 
lack of suitable drinking water, drought, lice and 
many other pestilences. Finally, he was condemned 
by God. 

3. Today you look around in utter amazement at
the result of God's damnation. Finding complete 
desolation and desertion of their gigantic buildings 
originally built to commemorate the memory of 
their great Pharaohs and their famous consorts, 
containing their statues. Also temples built to their 
gods with their statues, as also the pyramid of 
Dijoser at Sakarand by the Royal Architect and seer 
Imhotap. Each one is a wonder of the world in its 
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own right. Today their only inhabitants are rats, 
bats and reptiles! 

4. Today Egypt abounds with Egyptologists who
study the hieroglyphics and dig deep into the mys
teries of this ancient civilization of the land of the 
Nile. 

5. Little was known to the West of the Egyptian
civilization till 200 years ago; except, of course, to 
the Greeks who admired the Egyptians to the point 
of reverence. After 600 e.c. Greek trading posts 
were established on the Nile Delta. The only  other 
akin civilization, dating back to 2800 e.c., was 
Babylonia. It was hardly the size of New Jersey 
state. It occupied the lower section of Mesopotamia, 
the region between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers, 
now the Arab state of Iraq. They were a great 
agricultural people. Their civilization developed 
ahead of the Greeks and Romans. They developed 
a system of writing, architecture and pottery. I 

* * * * * 

Diary 

Women in Islam: 
review of press comment 

by the Editor

Some interesting and informative articles have 
appeared in the press recently on the topic of 
women's rights in Islam. The most detailed and 
knowledgeable contribution is from the columnist 
Katherine Whitehorn of the British newspaper The 
Observer, London, in its issue for 19  June 1994. 
She describes a new book entitled Price of Honour
by Jan Goodwin, dealing with the struggle of 
Muslim women in Muslim countries to attain their 
genuine rights, and to play a full part in the l ife of 
the nation, in the face of growing repression f�om 
the fanatical religious-cum-political parttes. 
Regarding the author of the book, Ms. Whitehorn 
says: 

"No one who did not have enormous sympa
thy and admiration for those of the Muslim 
faith could have written this book, for which 
she interviewed writers, leaders, converts and 
academics, male and female, in all the main 
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Muslim countries. "  

Both the book, therefore, and the article based on it 
clearly distinguish between the teachings of Islam 
on the one hand, and on the other the prevailing 
practices in Muslim societies which assign to 
women an inferior position and which are wrongly 
ascribed to Islam. Having briefly referred to 
instances of some of these unjust, even cruel 
practices, as catalogued in Price of Honour, Ms. 
Whitehorn informs us in her article: 

". . .  the point that embattled and forceful 
Muslim women constantly make is that just 
about none of the beastliness comes from the 
Koran. Muhammad in his day was offering 
far more to women - more rights, more 
respect, more care - than anyone else even 
considered. There is as l ittle connection 
between the founder and the cruelty as bet
ween Jesus and the Spanish Inquisition. " 

Thus the Holy Quran and the Holy Prophet are 
entirely exonerated of the responsibility for this 
tragic state of affairs. Both the author of the book 
and the writer of the article must therefore be 
congratulated for separating so clearly the pr�ctices 
current among Muslims from the actual teachmgs of 
their religion in its original form. Their criticism 
must be taken by enlightened Muslims in a positive 
l ight, as the expression of genuine feeling� . of
sorrow, distress and regret at the adverse cond1t10n
of women generally in Muslim countries, and not as 
an attempt in any way to revile or slight Islam and 
the Muslims. 

Deplorable situation. 
We note below some examples quoted in the article, 
taken from Price of Honour, of the harsh maltreat
ment of women which is prescribed and carried into 
practice by the rel igious zealots. T�ese instances 
show the suffering and the degradation they have 
subjected women to, and we should not be surprised 
that this behaviour in the name of Islam causes our 
rel igion to be misrepresented as oppressive and 
unjust. 

A woman member of parliament in Jordan, the 
only female member, faces "attempts by the Islamic 
Action Front to get her marriage annulled, her 
property confiscated and immunity for anyone who 
sheds her blood" . In Iran two women accused of 
adultery were "brought into an open space, wrapped 
in white sacks and stoned till the sacks turned red," 
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again in the name of Islamic law. Under the laws 
introduced in Pakistan in the 1980s, when a rape 
trial concluded, it was the complainant, a blind girl , 
who found herself charged with committing 
fornication (zina) with the accused men and sent to
prison, while the men who were the ones on trial 
went free. These instances we were already aware 
of, but something not known to us before is a 
religious ruling that a seven year old boy, as a 
male, has the authority to forbid his mother to go 
out of the house. While we do not have further 
details of this ruling, it is entirely in l ine with the 
kind of absurd, bizarre and preposterous 
conclusions that the so-called ulama are notorious

Women . . .  have to get back to 
the real roots of their religion 

for coming up with. Needless to say, all this 
brutal ity and oppression is not only far from Islam, 
but quite contrary to its teachings . 

As to what women should do to overcome this 
repression and improve their lot, the response of 
some women is described in the article as below: 

"For the women fighting all this, there is 
only one answer - and it isn't atheism and it 
isn't the West. Women, they are sure, have 
to get back to the real roots of their religion, 
become educated enough to sort out what the 
Koran really says from the distortions of the 
fanatics. "  

This i s  exactly the l ine of action which we 
commend, and exactly the Islam which this Move
ment came into being to present to the world, 
sorting out what the Quran actually teaches from the 
commonly-held perceptions. 

Muslim Sisterhood. 

An article appears in The Observer of 26 June 1994 
reporting from Iran that an organization called 
Muslim Sisterhood has been formed, with branches 
in other Muslim countries and some in the West, to 
strive to bring about changes in the views and the 
laws about women that currently prevail in several 
Muslim countries due to the power or influence of 
the religious extremists. An Iranian-born woman, 
who is the organiser of the British branch of 
Muslim Sisterhood says : 
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"The Prophet Muhammad brought a message 
that was progressive and radical for his time, 
and he asked of his followers to change and 
adapt to their time and their place. We feel 
that what we are doing is in the true spirit of 
Islam and those who are holding our people 
back are the enemies of Islam . . .  " 

The organization wants to "win the vote for Saudi 
Arabian women and reform Islamic marriage laws ."  
A Lebanese member i s  quoted as saying : 

"By the end of the century, we want all 
women to be able to get divorce on demand, 
to have the right to bring up their children, to 
be able to get a passport and to travel without 
their husband's permission."  

An adjacent article on the same page of the 
newspaper reports a fact which all of us should 
ponder over. It tells us that the ruler of Kuwait has 
400 former wives! 

"Married on a Thursday morning, bedded the 
same night, and divorced the following week, 
they are the most neglected ex-royals of the 
Middle East, identified only by the heavy 
gold jewellery bequeathed to them as a 
farewell present . "  

Can these despots and l icentious rulers prove 
that this is the value, worth and role accorded to a 
woman by the noble religion of Islam, to be merely 
a tool for the pleasure of the high and mighty? How 
do they square their behaviour with the purpose of 
marriage described so beautifully in the Quran as 
"your wives are an apparel for you and you are an 
apparel for them" (2: 1 87)? And, lastly, can they 
show that this is the way of life of Islamic rulers as 
taught by the Holy Quran and Sunna? 

The claim is made by those who impose all kinds 
of restrictions upon women in the name of Islam 
that those restraints are essential in order to 
maintain high standards of sexual morality in 
society. In the absence of these controls, they 
predict, immorality and vice would overrun the 
whole of society. Yet this kind of abuse of the 
institution of marriage and divorce by the mighty 
and powerful , marrying a woman one day and 
divorcing her the following week after gratification 
of desires, does not seem to perturb or worry the 
same people who are ever anxious to restrict even 
normal activities for women because they fear the 
spread of loose morals .  I 
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News from U.S.A. 

by Noman Malik, M.D.  

1. American Book Sellers Association
(ABA) Book Fair 

The u.S.A. Anjuman again participated in  the 
American Book Sellers Association Book Fair hel d  
i n  Los Angeles at the close of May 1994. Mrs. 
Samina Sahukhan, Mr. Yasin Sahukhan, Dr. Noman 
Malik and Fazeel Sahukhan represented the 
Anjuman. The importance of this Book Fair cannot 
be overestimated as major buyers such as Baker and 
Taylor, Ingram Books, Barnes and Noble, and 
Borders Books have all decided to carry our books 
after their buyers visited our booths and saw our 
l iterature. The credit for this goes to Mrs. Samina 
Sahukhan whose trail blazing and persevering led to 
the first participation in 1992 in Anaheim, Califor
nia, and subsequently through her persistent efforts 
the above major buyers were convinced to carry our 
books. One important addition to our buyers, 
hopefully insha-Allah, will be Walden Books whose 
buyer visited our booth and informed us that she 
would be entering our books in their computer 
system. A large distributor in Europe based in 
England also sought us out . .  A preliminary agree-
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ment, pending a final contract, was made with them 
for distribution of our books in Europe. S imilarly, 
arrangements were made with a distributor for 
selling our books in South East Asia. 

Books on CD-ROM and on computer disks are two
exciting new technologies emerging in  the publish
ing industry with a huge potential. Initial contacts 
were made with a manufacturer of CD-ROM books to 
put our books on these new media. It was hoped to 
make our books part of a larger Islamic Learning 
System. We were also approached by the Internet 
which holds books as computer files and provides 
customers with the facility of purchasing the books 
in this form and receiving them electronically 
through the network into their own computer. There 
are safeguards built into the system to prevent 
illegal copying and reproduction. 

It was also heartening to see many people stop
ping at our store and telling us that they already 
carried our books. Other Book Fairs we have at
tended recently which have also helped greatly in 
the dissemination of our literature are as follows: 
Frankfurt Book Fair, American Libraries Associa
tion meeting, Middle Eastern Studies convention, 
American Academy of Religion convention, Great 
Lakes Book Sellers Association convention, and the 
Afro-American Book Fair. Members of the Anjuman 
attending all these book fairs bear their own ex
penses for travel, accommodation and food. I 

MIC �O 
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2. Twelve years old and ready to 
attend medical school 

Mr. Yasin Sahukhan, Mrs. Samina Sahukhan, 
Fazeel Sahukhan and myself met with an extra
ordinary, bright and intelligent young Muslim boy 
Massoud Karkehabad and his governess Jacqueline 
in Santa Anna, California. 

Mrs. Sahukhan had read about Massoud in the 
Columbus Despatch. Massoud had begun to talk at 
the age of 6 months, and by the age of 18 months 
he could read, write and memorize books. He did 
not go to a regular school but was tutored at home 
and graduated from High School (grade 12) at the 
ripe old age of seven years. His father decided that 
he was too young to attend college so he had to wait 
till he was nine before he was allowed to go to the 
University. Jacqueline accompanied him to the 
University classes and made sure that he was not 
harassed. Massoud will graduate from college this 
year on June 18th. Massoud, who has passed his 
MCAT with a very high score. wants to become a 
neuro-surgeon. He is already doing important 
research work on Parkinson's disease in rats. 
Massoud has an IQ of 200, which is 60 points above 
the genius level. On reading the article, Mrs. 
Sahukhan was so impressed that she contacted the 
reporter who wrote the article and arranged to send 
to Massoud through her the deluxe leather edition of 
the English Translation of the Holy Quran by 
Maulana Muhammad Ali, and the books The Reli
gion of Islam and Muhammad The Prophet.
Massoud called back to thank Samina for the books 
and told her that the Holy Quran was the best gift 
he had ever received and that he really enjoyed 
reading the text with the footnotes. Samina told him 
that she was going to Los Angeles for the ABA book 
fair so he invited us for dinner on May 29th.

We met with Massoud and Jacqueline for a little 
over 2 hours at a Persian restaurant in Los Angeles. 
Massoud impressed us with his polite behaviour and 
unassuming attitude and we were fascinated by his 
wide-ranging. intelligent and entertaining conversa
tion. Massoud talked about his family and sports 
and told us about his younger brother who was a 
very good artist. Massoud and Jacqueline warmed 
our hearts with their generous hospitality and we 
would have loved to stay longer but had to leave as 
we had to be at the book fair the next morning . 

Massoud's parents are to be congratulated for 
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bringing up such a nice and intelligent young man. 
Although Massoud is a celebrity he is very modest 
and does not desire fame. He only attends those 
public functions which benefit charities or 
children's causes. He was very excited at the pros
pect of meeting Muhammad Ali, the former world 
heavy-weight boxing champion, who is one of his 
heros. Massoud will be meeting Muhammad Ali at 
the end of June in connection with his research into 
Parkinsonism. Ali has become the spokesman for 
people afflicted with this disease . Massoud is very 
modest and does not consider himself a genius but 
rather only  exceptionally gifted. He feels that God 
has given him his intelligence to help mankind. 

May Allah bless and protect him and make him 
fulfil his great potential for serving humanity and 
make him a source of strength for Islam and the 
truth - Ameen! I 

Recent Book Reviews 

In various publications of the Ahmadiyya Anjuman 
Isha'at Islam Lahore. such as magazines. brochures. 
booklets and indeed books themselves, readers will 
have seen included glowing reviews of our standard 
books by eminent authorities and critics which first 
appeared shortly after the books in question were 
originally published. Therefore almost all those 
reviews bear dates of many years ago. Earlier this 
year, the u.s .A. branch of the Anjuman presented 
some distinguished university professors with our 
main books to have them reviewed again for the 
present day. Given below are two such reviews 
which have been received. 

The Holy Quran, Arabic text with English 

translation and Commentary, 

by Maulana Muhammad Ali. 

Reviewed by Prof. T. Hargey, 
Director, African Studies, 

Northeast Missouri State University. Kirksville 

, I wish to thank you for your assistance over 
the past two years in helping this university 
and my classes in particular in obtaining the 
best English translation of the Quran by 
Muhammad Ali. Based on my extensive 
experience on teaching Islam to students in 
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this country and in Africa, I can say without 
equivocation that the Quran published by 
your organization is the most comprehensive, 
the least ambiguous and by far the best text 
currently available in the English language. 
My students have consistently commented on 
the extensiveness of the work, the cogency of 
the commentary and of the unique compara
tive features of his analysis. 

, When compared with the several other 
existing translations, there is no doubt in my 
mind that Muhammad Ali has done sterling 
service in producing a work that is incontest
ably one of the finest interpretations of the 
sacred scripture of Islam. I have no hesitation 
whatsoever in recommending this translation 
to students and others seeking to understand 
the essence and epitome of the Quranic 
message. 

, Despite some voices of dissent from certain 
segments of the Islamic community (based 
primarily on ideological/political differences 
and not on the important, vital matter of 
textual authenticity) I am convinced that 
Muhammad Ali's translation is by far the 
most readable and easily comprehensible to 
an English-speaking audience. , 

The Religion of Islam, 
by Maulana Muhammad Ali 

Reviewed by Antony T. Sullivan 
Center for Middle Eastern and 

Nonh African Studies 
The University of Michigan 

, This book is among the most important 
single-volume studies of Islam written during 
the 20th century. It reads as freshly today as 
when first published in 1936. Now, when 
prejudice, stereotypes and extremism are all 
too common in both the West and the Islamic 
world, Maulana Muhammad Ali 's master
work should be required reading for Muslims 
and non-Muslims alike. The Religion of Islam 
remains especially useful for all those inter
ested in Christian-Muslim relations, and is 
indispensable to any serious student of 
Islam. , I 
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Note on finality of prophethood. 

by the Editor 

The Holy Quran describes the fundamentals of 
Islam in the following words: "[Muslims are they] 
who believe in the Unseen and keep up prayer and 
spend out of what We have given them, and who 
believe in that which has been revealed to thee and 
that which was revealed before thee, and of the 
hereafter they are sure" (2 :3-4) . 

In their attempts to disprove the finality of pro
phethood, the Qadiani movement has for long been 
making the baseless assertion that the "hereafter" 
(akhira), in which this verse requires belief, means 
not life after death but the revelation which is to 
come in the future, after the Quran. 

{ ... continued on page 14, column 11 
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Some of our publications 

World renowned literature produced by 

The Ahmadiyya Anjuman Isha'at Islam, Lahore 

"Probably no man living has done longer or 
more valuable service for the cause of Islamic 
revival than Maulana Muhammad Ali of 
Lahore. His literary works, with those of the 
late Khwaja Kamal-ud-Din, have given Jame 
and distinction to the Ahmadiyya Movement. " 
- Marmaduke Pickthall ,  famous British
Muslim and a translator of the Quran into
English, writing in 1936.

By Maulana Muhammad Ali 

The Holy Quran. Pp. 1300 

Arabic text, with English translation, exhaustive 
commentary, comprehensive Introduction and large 
Index. Leading English translation. Has since 19 17

influenced millions of  people all over the world. 
Model for all later translations. Thoroughly revised 
in 1 95 1 .  

"To deny the excellence of Muhammad Ali 's trans
lation, the influence it has exercised, and its 
proselytising utility, would be to deny the light of the 
sun. • - Maulana Abdul Majid Daryabadi, Indian 
Muslim scholar. 
"The first work published by any Muslim with the 
thoroughness worthy of Quranic scholarship and 
achieving the standards of modem publications. • -
Amir Ali in The Student 's Quran, London 196 1 .

The Holy Quran: other translations. 

Versions of the above work are now available in 
Spanish and French. Versions in German and 
Russian are forthcoming. 

The Religion of Islam. Pp. 700 

Comprehensive and monumental work on 1he 
sources, principles and practices of Islam. 
• •.• an extremely useful work, almost indispensable 
to the students of Islam. • - Dr Sir Muhammad
Iqbal, renowned poet and philosopher.
•such a book is greatly needed when in many
Muslim countries we see persons eager for the
revival of Islam, making mistakes through lack of 
just this knowledge. • - Marmaduke Pickthall.

A Manual of Hadith. Pp. 400 

Sayings of the Holy Prophet Muhammad on prac1ical 
life of a Muslim, classified by subject. Arabic 1ex1, 
English translation and notes. 

Muhammad, The Prophet Pp. 200 

Researched biography of the Holy Prophel. Corrects 
many misconceplions about his life, and answers 
Wes1ern criticism. 

Early Caliphate. 

History of Islam under firsl four Caliphs. 
"(I) Muhammad The Prophet, (2) The Early Cali
phate, by Muhammad Ali together constitute the most 
complete and satisfactory history of the early 
Muslims hitherto compiled in English. • - Islamic 
Culrure, April 1935

Other Books. 

The Teachings of Islam. 

by Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. Highly-acclaimed 
discussion of the Islamic palh for the spirirual 
progress of man. 

Testimony of the Holy Quran. Pp. 100 

A discussion by Hazral Mirza Ghulam Ahmad on his 
claim of Promised Messiah based on 1he Quran. 

■ NEW PRINTING ... NEW PRINTING ■

Message of Peace, revised translation of lec
ture by Hazrat Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. 

The Debt Forgotten, by Mr. Rahim Bakhsh. 
Booklet on achievements of Ahmadiyyat. 

Introduction to Islam for younger readers, 
Question/answer booklet by Dr. Zahid Aziz. 

Books recently re-typeset and printed include: 

Living Thoughts of the Prophet Muhammad. 
Introduction to the Study of the Holy Quran. 
Muhammad and Christ. 
The Muslim Prayer Book. 

all by Maulana Muhammad Ali . 

For prices and further details, information 
about other books, free catalog and free litera
ture, please contact The Publications Manager 
at the address on the front cover. 
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